A graph G is said to be perfect if for each induced subgraph G' of G the size of the largest clique of G' is equal to the chromatic number of G'. The Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture of Berge asserts that a graph is perfect if and only if it contains no induced sub~aphs which are holes or antiholes, where a hole is a chc*rdless cycle of odd length at least 5, and an ~~?~~~~e is the complement of a holie. LOW% fl2, 13f proved a weaker conjecture of Berge: z+ graph is perfect if and only if its complement is perfect.
The Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture has been established fw several Jasses of graphs including: planar graphs [ 161, circular arc graphs [ 179, &-free graphs [lS, 19] ,3-chromatic graphs [18] , and graphs with maximum degree at most 6 171.
Another way to state the Strong Conjecture is to say that say impe~ect graph whose proper induced subgraphs are all perfect must be either a hole or an antihole. Padberg [14] showed that such a minimally imperfect, or criticat, graph rnrlst be an (EY, o) graph, defined below.
'1 and its largest clique has size u : each stable set of size cx is disjoint from precisely one clique of size cc), The purpose of this paper is to describe all normalized (4,3) graphs. One of these is a graph which is neither C:, nor a graph obtainable by the methods of [6] . Of course, none of these graphs is a counterexample to the %rong Perfect Graph Conject sre, as Tucker [18] has shown the conjecture holds ror graphs with o s 3.
We now list several well known properties of (a, o) graphs which we will use frequently throughout this paper. For convenience, we will use the work clique (stable set) to refer to a clique (stable set) of maximum size only. Let X be the matrix whose rows are the incidence vectors 1, S2, . . . , s c*W-+-?= and let Y be the matrix whose columns are t e cliques T,, T2, . . . , TO,+, .
en equation ( 1) holds, and also
(2)
The Lemma now follows from tk fact that YX -3 -I.
A consequence of Lemma 2 is that the pseudo p-critical graphs oi recisel;l the (CY, td graphs. 
Let G be a graph

of. See [ 1%)
We assume throughout the rest o'i this paper that G is a normalized (4,3) graph whose cliques are "triangles" T,, . . . . T,3 and whose stable sets are S,, . . , S1 + where Si f7 Ti =Q) if and only if i = j. By an il, . . . . ik -vertex, we mean a vertex which belongs to the stable sets S,,, . . . , Si,. By nxyz, we mean a triangle whose vertices are x, y, and z.
2. We emphasize that Lemma 2 says the following: if a vertex v belongs to distinct Tt,, T,,, _ and Ti,, then edJr other l.crtex of G is exclusively an &-vertex, an &vertex. or an i,-verttx. Alsc, it says that if distinct Ti and Tk intersect. then there are no i, k-vertices.
We define a graph K(G) from G as follows. We make the vertices of K(G). like the vertices of M(G), correspond to the triangles of G. This time, however, we make vertices adjacent whenever the triangles to which they correspond intersect in an edge.
We first show that the maximum degree of K(G) is at mosit 1. Then -we use this fact to prove that K(G) cant of length a least 5 i ad only if G can be generated from a ($3) gra cd of Ch&,l IhI. .\n replacement generating a (4,3) grq51. An tdge shown dashed is to be included provided that in H, it belongs to a triangle whose third vertex is in 23 -(u,, u2, 11~. u,) .
8 5. No edge oif G is in three tri~~~~es.
~QQ~. Suppose triangle Ti with vertices a, b, and c shared an edeie ab with triangles Tj and Tk. Then since Ti wozld interseer S, and S,, c would be a j, k-vr:rtex. which is ruled out by Lemma 2.
. Suppose that H is a (3,3) graph ~o~taini~~g the con~guration of vertices shown in Fig. l(a) and that either {u,, Q, 1~~) is one of three cliques partitioning, H -u4 or {u,, v3, v,) is one of three cliques partitioning W -vI. ' replacing the configuration shown in Fig. l(a) by the configuration shown in Fig . If KG) contains a path of length at least 5, then Lemma 5 implies that G contains the ~on~g~3ration in Fig. 2. (i) Suppose that Tb is the third triangle containing b and that T7 is the third triangle containing f. Then each vertex v distinct from b and f must be an i, j-vertex far some i in { 1,2,6) and j in {4,S, 7). In particular, if o is a 3-vertex, then by Remark 2 it must be a 3,6,7-vertex, as T3 intersects T,, "l& T4, and T5. ence ?" and T7 do not intersect, again by Remark 2. Therefore, h and f have no ~ornrno~~ neighbors other tl~am d.
e leave to the reader the proof of part (ii), GGch can be handled by repeated ap~li~a'ions of Remark 2. Then a,. . . , would fog a connected ~~8mponent of G, and the remaining five vertices coul tain at most three tr angles. Hence ;og is not an edge of G, and vertices a, b, f, and g do not fo m a clique in H. It is easy to check, using Lemma '7, that Aabf and Abfg are the ated. Consequently W has clique size 3 and contains ten triangles. Also, eat vertex of N belongs to three triangles.
Consider how the stable sets of G intelsect (a,. . . , g>. With the excepticn of &, any stable set containing a contains d. Hence three stable sets contain both a and d. Similarly, three stable sets contain both d and g. Since vertex d belongs to S1 and S,, it follows that the two remaining stable sets to which d belongs both contain a and g. Further consideration along these lines shows that G has, in addition to S1, . . . , S5 and the two stable sets containing a, d, and g, three stable sets containing b and e and three stable sets containing c and f. This accounts for all thirteen of the stable sets Si of G. This information, alcng with other information we are about to produce is represented in Fig. 3 .
With the exception of Ss, each S, oses a vertex of T3 in the formation of 11 from G. The description of the s$able sets of G shows that the remaining vertice:,, of S,,, if 3, continue to be mutually eon-adjacent, as no stable set of G contain both b and g or both a and f. We will call the set of remaining vertices of Si, if 3 the ignage of Si. Since S3 is the only stable set of G containing both b and f, the joining of h to f produces in r-9 two stable SC% Sb a Sf of size 3 contaming b and f, respectively. For future reference, let S3 = {b, f, ). and note that Sh = {b. x, y) and Sf = {f, x, y). Also, note that {b, e, x, y} is a stable set (one of the S6, . . . , Sr3) whose image is S,, and that (c, f, x, y) is a stable set (one oi' the S,, . . . , St3) whose image is Sf.
We now check tha: the stable sets of W have the pro (?,3) graphs. Clearly, the stability number of iti is 3. Th set of H together with one of c, d, e form a stabile set of G. By Remark 2, each vertex of G except c is an i-vertex for exactly one i in (1,2,3}. Each vertex except d is a j-vertex for exactly one i in (2,3,4) . consequently, eat cxr:ept d is also a 4-vertex. It follows that S1 and S, have the same image. Similarly, S2 and Ss have the same image. As previously declared, (b, e, x vI has image Sh :tnd (c. f, x, y) has image S,. By referring to the list of stable sets of ct; given in JVig. 3, we can now d&rice that thcrc are no additional agreements among thfg: images of these stable sets. This fact is depicted in Fig. 3 . Hence H corqtains e:xactly ten stable sets. Each vertex of N is a 1, 4-vertex, a 2, S-vertex, or a 3-vertex of G. By considering the vertices type by type, we can check that each vertex of H lies on at most three stable sets of H. Then counting vertex-stable set incidences in H shows that each vetzx lies in ey" *?ly three stable sets.
Next, we check that each of the ten triangles of W is disjoint from exactly one stable set of H, and vice versa. The common image of S, and Sa is the only stable set of H disjoint from Aabf, and the common image of Sz and S5 is the only stable set disjoint from Abfg. For 6 -i < s 13, Ti belongs to H. and Ti is disjoint from a stable set of H if and only if that stable set is the image of the stabic set Si disjoint frown T in G. Thus. each triangle of H is disjoint from a unique stable set. Sif:ce the images of Se,. . _, SIX together with the images of St and S2 account for all the stable sets of H, each stable set of N is disjoint from at least one triangle of H;. It tallows that thIe property of being disjoint pairs the triangles and stable sets of H.
We have now shown that H is a (3,3)-graph. By Lemma 2, W-a is partitioned by the triangles of H disjoint from the stable sets of H containing a. Since the common image of S2 and S, contains a and is disjoint from Abfg, Abfg is in this . Suppose G is a norrralized (4,3) graph which cannot be constructed from a (3.3) graph by the method of Lemma 6. By repeated appncations of Remark 2. one can check case by case that K(G) cannot have maximum path length equal to 1, 2, or 3. Then by Lemma 8, K(G) has maximum path length 4. We may assume that the configuration shown in Fig. 5 appears in G, where a, . . . , h are distinct vertices. It is straightforward to check that this configuratio I gives rise to only one normalized (4,3) graph G with K(G) having maximum path length 4.
The author wishes to 
